
Linking energy balances
and energy accounts



Remember this one?
Use the same data

 Many flows are identical in 
balances and accounts

Important differences
 Terminology
 Territory vs residence principle
 Treatment of transport

Note: Purpose of accounts is 
comprehensiveness and 
consistency with SNA
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Natural Inputs, imports, 
transformation, supply, use, residuals

Combined data sources: admin,
surveys, SNA, models

Balances Accounts

Energy statistics



Terminology: Energy supply

 Supply in the energy balance:

Total energy supply =

+ Primary energy production

+ Import of primary and secondary energy

- Export of primary and secondary energy

- International (aviation and marine) bunkers

- Stock changes

 Supply in the energy account:

Supply = output + imports



Terminology: Energy use and storage
Final consumption:

 Energy balance: Refers to the use of fuels, electricity and heat 
delivered to final consumers being it industries or households.

 Energy accounts: Refers to household use of energy only

Use in the energy account:
 Intermediate consumption, households final consumption, exports, 

international bunkers and stock changes are considered uses of energy

Storage
Stocks and changes in stocks (energy balance)

EQUALS
Inventories and changes in inventories (energy accounts)



Territory vs residence principle



Actual difference – territory vs.
residence principle

• An extreme case, but still …..



An overview



Energy balance -> Energy account
 Adjustments to the resident principle

 Energy use by residents abroad: Needs to be added to the imports in the supply
table and added to the use of energy in the relevant industry in the use table

 Energy use by non-residents on the territory: Needs to be added to the exports
in the use table

 Breakdown by ISIC industries
 The primary production of energy in the top block of the energy balance needs

to be broken down by ISIC industries in the energy accounts supply table
 The use of energy in the sectors in the middle and lower blocks of the energy

balance also needs to be broken down by ISIC industries in the energy
accounts use table

 The latter also goes for the use of energy accounted for in the transport sector
part of the energy balances lower block. Whereas in the energy balance, the
transport is grouped into a single sector, in the energy accounts, the use of
energy for transport purposes is broken down by the ISIC industries and the
households


